There are several notes I need to provide to aid you with the enclosed package. The original kits
used 1/16" balsa. Since I wanted to print these directly on balsa sheet I developed the parts for 1/32"
balsa sheet. As a result, some of the parts have been drawn to allow for cross grain laminations. The
fuselage formers are a good example. This works fine as long as you are using 1/32" sheet stock.
If you do not have a printer that will allow direct printing on the balsa, consider using the iron on Tshirt transfer paper layouts provided via the parmodels.com web site. This material can be printed
using any color inkjet printer. You can then transfer the part graphics to balsa sheet of any thickness
using a regular clothes iron.
I like to use a removable nose for winding. The parts have been drawn with this in mind. The nose
former has been drawn so a removable nose plug can be used. The FrogFlite series of models
provides a piece of ¼” balsa for the nose block. The piece of balsa had to be cut to shape and then
sanded to the nose profile. A template has been provided to aid cutting the nose block to the shape
of the nose.
The kit included reinforcements for the rear motor peg. The parts in this package include the same
rear motor peg reinforcement parts. The only difference is two sets of those parts are included to
allow for models build from 1/32” balsa. This has proven to be plenty strong for a fully wound motor
of 1/8" Tan rubber. A piece of 3/32” OD aluminum tubing is used for the rear motor peg.
Landing gear leg covers have been added to allow for a more scale looking appearance and to
make them more robust. Each cover is two laminations of 1/32” balsa that sandwiches the music
wire landing gear leg in the middle of the laminations.
The original kit had some color markings printed on the balsa pieces. This reproduction drawing
package uses enhanced markings that fill in the bare balsa areas of the original kit parts with color.
Layouts are also provided for the top and bottom surfaces of the bottom wing. The original kit only
had markings on the bottom surface. The model looks nicer when sitting on your table when the top
wing surface also has color and markings.
I do hope you build and enjoy a model from this plan package.
Paul Bradley
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Modifications to Original
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Fuselage formers 3D and 4A have been
added. They set the dihedral angle of the
lower wing. Ignore step 24 on the kit
plan. Former 3D is glued to the rear face
of former 3, and 4A is glued to the
forward face of former 4. Make sure the
slots line up with the fuselage slots. The
dihedral guide shown in plan step 24 is
not necessary with this modification.

The shape of the lower wing root
sections has been changed to fit
the added dihedral support
fuselage formers 3D and 4A. The
single slot in the fuselage sides
has also been replaced with two
slots for the new lower wing root
tabs.

The upper wing center section
has been revised to better
represent the Tiger Moth fuel
tank. The center section ribs are
taller and slots have been added
to the lower center section piece
to accommodate tabs on the ribs.

The upper wing is assembled before it
is mounted on the model. Dihedral jigs
have been provided to allow each
upper wing panel to be glued to the
center section. Ignore step 22 on the kit
plan.

Peck thrust bearing

Inside Face

Glue keys to nose block

Sand Here
The center section N struts need to
be sanded on the inside bottom face
to match the shape of the forward
fuselage top sheeting. This is not
called out on the kit plan in step 22.

Landing gear leg covers have been
provided. They sandwich the wire
landing gear legs as shown.

The nose block is removable for stretch winding
as opposed to the fixed block shown on the kit
plan. The original kit laminated nose piece has
been replaced with a nose block made from 1/4”
balsa. Glue the laminated key block to the rear
face of the nose block. Ignore step 18 on the kit
plan.
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